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Let’s start chazering , right from where the  started,
 in the , where the  guarded,

 and , had two floors each, we know,
The  above, and the  below.

The  was domed, with two doors, explains the ,
          

 slept on the , while on the floor were the ,
They slept near their clothes, not to be  from .

Anyone sleeping on the job, could be singed by the ,
Who would do the , was chosen by a ,

 originally, would race to the top,
But once  saw a , they made this practice stop.

Five  guarded the , and four at its corners ,
Five , and four on its corners not from within,
One guarded the , and one ,

, including .

Guided by an , two groups of  would appear,
To check if all was in order, while he washed from the ,
A  full of  down the , as he turned to the other ,
To place it , while the  cleared the .

The  could be built, from assorted wood,
Besides from  and , all types were good,
Because of  and , with those we take no chances,
With ,  and , we loaded their branches.
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The  on the southeast, and the  on the southwest,
To use for the  every day, and for the  on the Day of Rest,
They rearranged the , that remained overnight,
Now everything was ready, for the  to light.

The  was fed, in a cup made of gold,
The  was so thick, it took 300  to hold,
Details of the  and , at times a  is comin’,

          

 for the  and  of the , as detailed in the ,
          

 ,  and ,
A total of thirteen , including for  and .

To the  they went, for a  for selection,
From the , we did a final  - inspection,
Other rooms for , and a warm fire for situations,
While the final  was used, for  preparations.

To the , through the  he would scuddle,
To the  and the , until he reached the ,
In  they would hear, when the gates would open,
And the sound of the  on , when the  was spoken.

The  and , on the cymbals they would hear,
The  and , and the pulley of the ,
The  and the  singing, in  they could tell,
The , in  they would smell.
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, with the , a basket,
, to another  they would task it,

The  was ’ed on the western ring, on the second row,
For the , to the eastern side they would go.

The  and , followed the ,
Shpritzing , accomplished the ,
Onto the , they then poured the ,
As the  was led, to the .

Skinning on hooks, and then on the tables he starts,
Cutting and chopping, and washing some parts,
Lungs and ribs, the liver, spine and spleen,
The heart and kidneys, and the intestines he would clean.

With the animal dismembered, and the parts in our possession,
Nine  would line up, and begin the procession,
Leaving the parts on the , next what he does is,
The reading of , in the .

Eight marble  by the , kept things cool and damp,
Single tables of marble and silver, west of the ramp,
Two in the , one each of silver and gold,
Together with the , thirteen  all told.

Ten questions to the , that  was demanding,
Many explanations are offered, for a deeper understanding,
Is east to west a greater distance, or heaven to earth,
Was  initially created, or did  come first.
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Who is considered an , a  or wealthy,
How should one live, for a life that is lengthy,
Should one rather live on dry land, or is better on a ship,
And the long story and details, of the African trip.

 and , along with its ,
The  was recited, ,
On  the  would add, to the  that was arriving,
A  for , and for the peace that they were striving.

, as we neared the final ,
One  held the , another  held the ,
The  to be followed, by the  as we learned,
Spread from the back to the front, careful not to be burned.

 they said three , in the  only one,
In the  they pronounced the , outside this was not done,

 until their shoulders, ,
 the  would lift, .

, after the ,
The  standing on the , and holding ,
The blowing of , they would sound a ,
The cymbals would bang, and the  would sing .

 followed by , and  on ,
 the next day, and  on ,

On , ,  sung for everyone to hear,
On  the , would sing .
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